Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Several works (Wang et al. [@CR26]; Davies et al. [@CR7], [@CR8]; Aguado-Sierra et al. [@CR1]; Tyberg et al. [@CR22], [@CR23]; Parker [@CR17]; Vermeersch et al. [@CR25]) have suggested that the time-domain analysis of pulse wave propagation in systemic arteries is improved if the pressure waveform is separated into a *reservoir pressure* that varies in time, but is uniform (space-independent) throughout the arteries, and an *excess pressure*[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"} that varies in time and space due to wave propagation; the so-called *reservoir-excess separation*. These works have shown that the pressure waveform in systole and early diastole is made up of the combination of reservoir and excess pressures, whereas the pressure decay in late diastole is well described by the reservoir pressure only. Davies et al. ([@CR8]) have recently shown that the reservoir pressure increases with aging and correlates well with factors that determine health risk.

Despite all these studies, the physical bases of the reservoir and excess pressures have not yet been established and the reservoir-excess separation has remained an *ad hoc* assumption. Moreover, two different algorithms have been proposed and used to calculate the reservoir pressure (Wang et al. [@CR26]; Aguado-Sierra et al. [@CR1]), but their assumptions and results have not been rigorously compared.

Other separations of the pulse waveform with better understood mechanics have been suggested. Simultaneous pressure and velocity measurements at an arbitrary arterial location and an estimation of the local pulse wave speed allow us to calculate the *forward-travelling* waveform propagated from proximal locations and the *backward-travelling* waveform propagated from distal locations (Westerhof et al. [@CR29]; Parker and Jones [@CR16]; Hughes and Parker [@CR10]; Zhang and Li [@CR30]). The pulse waveform simulated at an arbitrary location using the one-dimensional (1-D) formulation can also be separated into a *peripheral* waveform made of waves initially reflected at peripheral branches and a *conduit* waveform made of the remaining reflected and transmitted waves at the arterial junctions, aortic valve (when shut) and any other change in geometry and elasticity within the arterial segments (Alastruey et al. [@CR3]). This separation showed that most of the pressure waveform consists of peripheral reflections, especially in diastole when the conduit pressure vanishes. The rest of reflected waves mainly contribute to the pressure waveform in systole and early diastole.

The purpose of this work is to theoretically and numerically study the mechanics underlying the reservoir-excess separation in systemic arteries, explore their implications for pulse wave analysis when the algorithms described in Wang et al. (2003) and Aguado-Sierra et al. ([@CR1]) are used to calculate the reservoir pressure, and find new definitions of the reservoir and excess pressures that provide valuable information for pulse wave analysis and overcome the limitations of the current algorithms. First, the algorithms used in Wang et al. (2003) and Aguado-Sierra et al. ([@CR1]) are described and compared, and their limitations are discussed (\"[Reservoir-Excess Separation](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}\"). These algorithms are then related to the 1-D equations of blood flow in elastic vessels (\"[The 1-D Formulation](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}, [From the 1-D Equations to the Windkessel Pressure](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}, [3-Element Windkessel and 1-D Model Pressures](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"}, and [Diastolic flow](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}\"), which are a reasonable approach to model pulse wave propagation in systemic arteries (Olufsen et al. [@CR14]; Čanić and Kim [@CR24]; Steele et al. [@CR20]; Quarteroni and Formaggia [@CR18]; Matthys et al. [@CR12]). The new reservoir and excess pressures are defined in \"[New Reservoir and Excess Pressures](#Sec10){ref-type="sec"}\". Pulse waveforms generated using the 1-D formulation in a single-vessel aortic model and a 55-segment arterial model (\"[Numerical Experiments](#Sec11){ref-type="sec"}\") will be used to illustrate the results.

Methodology {#Sec2}
===========

Reservoir-Excess Separation {#Sec3}
---------------------------

The reservoir-excess separation was introduced by Wang et al. ([@CR26]) using Frank's windkessel pressure *p*~*w*~(*t*) as the reservoir pressure, which satisfies the mass conservation (Frank [@CR9]) $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$C_T,\,R_T$$\end{document}$ and *P*~*out*~ were assumed to be constant and estimated from *in vivo* pressure and flow waveforms measured at the ascending aorta, so that Eq. [1](#Equ1){ref-type=""} could be solved for *p*~*w*~,$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$t\,=\,T_0$$\end{document}$. The excess pressure was defined as *p* − *p*~*w*~, with *p* the measured pressure, and was found to be similar to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$Z_{Ao}q_{IN}$$\end{document}$ in normal conditions (Wang et al. [@CR26]), with *Z*~*Ao*~ the characteristic impedance of the ascending aorta (defined as the pressure-to-flow ratio of a forward-travelling wave (Milnor [@CR13])).

If the flow is periodic with period *T*, Eq. [1](#Equ1){ref-type=""} leads to$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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To calculate *p*~*w*~ we require *q*~*IN*~, which cannot always be measured in vivo. To overcome this limitation, Aguado-Sierra et al. ([@CR1]) proposed to calculate the reservoir pressure as the pressure *p*~*r*~ satisfying the three-element windkessel equation$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ p_{exc} = \lambda q_{IN}, \quad p_r = p - \lambda q_{IN}, $$\end{document}$$with the feet of the *q*~*IN*~ and *p* waves aligned in time to eliminate the delay between them. The constants $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hat{R}$$\end{document}$ were determined using an iterative fitting algorithm, which means that λ, and hence *p*~*r*~, were not defined explicitly.

It is important to remark that if λ = *Z*~*Ao*~, then Eq. [4](#Equ4){ref-type=""} corresponds to the three-element windkessel model (Westerhof et al. [@CR27], [@CR28]). Moreover, Eqs. [1](#Equ1){ref-type=""} and [4](#Equ4){ref-type=""} and their analogous electrical circuits (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) show that *p*~*w*~ and *p*~*r*~ are conceptually different.Fig. 1Analogous electrical circuit diagrams governed by the (*left*) two-element windkessel Eq. [1](#Equ1){ref-type=""} and (*right*) three-element windkessel Eq. [4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}

From Eq. [5](#Equ5){ref-type=""} we have$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The 1-D Formulation {#Sec4}
-------------------

The nonlinear terms in the 1-D formulation will be neglected since it makes the analysis simpler and it is consistent with Eqs. [1](#Equ1){ref-type=""} and [4](#Equ4){ref-type=""} being linear. Moreover, the effect of nonlinearities is small for the physiological parameters used (Matthys et al. [@CR12]).

Consider the arterial system to be a network of *N* elastic and homogeneous arterial segments (or edges) from 1 to *N*, in which pulse wave propagation is modelled using the linearised 1-D equations (Alastruey et al. [@CR3])$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \left\{ \begin{array}{ll} C^i_{1D} {\frac{\partial p^i}{\partial t}} +{\frac{\partial q^i}{\partial x}} = 0, & \\ \\ L^i_{1D} {\frac{\partial q^i}{\partial t}} + {\frac{\partial p^i}{\partial x}} = -R^i_{1D}q^i, & \quad i=1,\ldots,N,\\ \\ p^i = {\frac{a^i}{C^i_{1D}}},& \\ \end{array}\right.$$\end{document}$$where the superscript *i* indicates the number of the edge, *x*  ∈ \[0,*l*^*i*^\] is the axial coordinate along the vessel, *l*^*i*^ the edge length, *p*^*i*^(*x*, *t*) the average internal pressure over the luminal cross section, *q*^*i*^(*x*, *t*) the luminal flow rate, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ R^i_{1D} = \frac{22 \pi \mu}{(A^i_0)^2}, \quad  L^i_{1D} = \frac{\rho}{A^i_0}, \quad  C^i_{1D} = \frac{3 (A^i_0)^{3/2}}{2 E^i h^i \sqrt{\pi}}, \quad i=1,\ldots,N, $$\end{document}$$are the viscous resistance to flow, blood inertia and elastic wall compliance, respectively, per unit length of vessel, ρ is the constant mass density of blood, and μ the constant blood viscosity. The arterial wall is assumed to be thin, homogeneous, incompressible and elastic, and to deform axisymmetrically, each cross-section independent of the others. The constants *h*^*i*^ and *E*^*i*^ are the thickness and Young's modulus of the wall, respectively.

The equations in [7](#Equ7){ref-type=""} form a system of hyperbolic partial differential equations. The characteristic variables *w*^*i*^~*f*~ and *w*^*i*^~*b*~ of this system are$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For convenience, the edges are indexed so that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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At the junctions (or nodes) of the network, conservation of mass and continuity of pressure are enforced. For each of the three edges $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Forward- and backward-travelling waveforms {#Sec5}
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### Conduit and Peripheral Pressures {#Sec6}

In a linear 1-D model simulation, the conduit contribution to pressure *p*~*con*~ is obtained at any location in the network by enforcing terminal boundary conditions that completely absorb any incident wave; i.e. single resistances with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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From the 1-D Equations to the Windkessel Pressure {#Sec7}
-------------------------------------------------

Integrating the first two equations in ([7](#Equ7){ref-type=""}) over the edge length *l*^*i*^ yields$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Next, the implications of time-averaging Eqs. [13](#Equ13){ref-type=""}, [14](#Equ14){ref-type=""} and [16](#Equ16){ref-type=""} will be explored.

*Time-averaged behaviour*. Integrating Eq. [13](#Equ13){ref-type=""} over the interval $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Combining Eqs. [14](#Equ14){ref-type=""} and [20](#Equ20){ref-type=""} yields$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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3-Element Windkessel and 1-D Model Pressures {#Sec8}
--------------------------------------------

The calculation of the reservoir pressure using Eq. [4](#Equ4){ref-type=""} is based on the assumptions of well-matched arterial junctions for the transmission of forward-travelling waves (i.e. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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If *p*^*i*^~*exc*~ is calculated using Eq. [5](#Equ5){ref-type=""} with λ = *Z*~*Ao*~ in a network with reflective terminal boundary conditions (but still well-matched junctions for forward-travelling waves), then $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Diastolic Flow {#Sec9}
--------------

In normal diastolic conditions *q*~*IN*~ = 0, so that Eqs. [13](#Equ13){ref-type=""} and [16](#Equ16){ref-type=""} reduce to$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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This equation also shows that the contribution of each edge to the total diastolic outflow *q*~*C*~ increases with the edge compliance *C*^*i*^~0*D*~. Moreover, the conservation of mass in Eq. [7](#Equ7){ref-type=""} with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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New Reservoir and Excess Pressures {#Sec10}
----------------------------------

This work will explore the implications of defining the reservoir and excess pressures from simultaneous *p* and *q* measurements at an arbitrary location as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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A tilde is used to distinguish these new reservoir and excess pressures from the corresponding pressures calculated using the three-element windkessel model (*p*~*r*~ and *p*~*exc*~). Note that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Numerical Experiments {#Sec11}
---------------------

The theoretical results described above will be illustrated using waveforms simulated in a single-vessel 1-D model of the human aorta coupled to a matched RCR windkessel model of the rest of the circulation (Alastruey et al. [@CR2]). Two distributed models will also be used: a 55-artery 1-D model of the larger systemic arteries in the human, referred to as 'normal 55-artery model' (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}), and a version of this model with modified radii so that junctions are well-matched ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The equations in [7](#Equ7){ref-type=""} were solved in each model using a discontinuous Galerkin scheme with a spectral/*hp* spatial discretisation, a second-order Adams-Bashforth time-integration scheme, a time step of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Results {#Sec12}
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Single-Vessel Aorta {#Sec13}
-------------------

Blood pressure *p* at any location in the single-vessel aortic model and the reservoir *p*~*r*~, compliance-weighted space-average *p*~*C*~ and windkessel $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}c shows that *p*~*r*~ calculated with λ = *Z*~*Ao*~ changes in space in systole and early diastole. At any location, *p*~*r*~ is identical to *p*~*per*~ and *p*~*exc*~ is identical to *p*~*con*~. On the other hand, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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55-Artery Network {#Sec14}
-----------------
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Discussion and Concluding Remarks {#Sec15}
=================================

This work has provided a theoretical and numerical description of the mechanics underlying the reservoir and excess pressures calculated using the two- and three-element windkessel models, and has proposed a new definition of them that provides valuable information for pulse wave analysis and overcomes the limitations of the current algorithms. Indeed, the two-element windkessel model requires a measurement of the left ventricular flow ejection *q*~*IN*~, which cannot always be measured in vivo, to calculate the reservoir pressure. The three-element windkessel model does not require *q*~*IN*~, but the reservoir pressure that provides is not defined explicitly.

We start by discussing the theoretical results obtained when the two-element windkessel model is used (e.g. Wang et al. [@CR26]; Tyberg et al. [@CR22], [@CR23]; Davies et al. [@CR8]). In a network with inviscid flow and terminal outflows modelled using single resistances (i.e. all the compliance of the vessel walls is located within the 1-D model network and all the flow resistance is at the periphery of the network), the reservoir pressure *p*~*w*~ calculated using Frank's windkessel Eq. [1](#Equ1){ref-type=""} is the space-independent pressure to which blood pressure *p* at any location tends with the increasing time in diastole. This result is in agreement with in vivo canine pressures, measured every 2 cm from the aortic root to the femoral artery, being approximately uniform during the last two-thirds of diastole (Wang et al. [@CR26]). If we numerically allow for some peripheral compliance, then *p* at any location tends to the space-independent $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\widetilde{p}_w$$\end{document}$ (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}), which like *p*~*w*~ depends on global properties (left ventricular flow ejection, total compliance and resistance and outflow pressure) (Eq. [17](#Equ17){ref-type=""}), dictates the total flow to the periphery (Eq. [16](#Equ16){ref-type=""}) and is equal to *p*~*w*~ when terminal outflows are modelled using single resistances.
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                \begin{document}$$\widetilde{p}_w$$\end{document}$ was derived assuming blood inertia to be zero, the results in the previous paragraph suggest that there is a progressive loss of blood inertia in diastole, which is recovered by the time of the next left ventricular ejection. Thus, a clear distinction exists between the systolic and diastolic mechanics underlying blood flow in systemic arteries. In systole, the changes in blood pressure and flow produced by the contraction of the left ventricle propagate in the form of waves (called *pulse waves*) through the systemic arteries. These waves are reflected at the arterial junctions, peripheral branches, aortic valve (when shut), and any other change in arterial geometry and elasticity, and produce space-dependent pressures and flows. With the increasing time, the number of reflected waves increases exponentially, but the amplitude of the pressure and flow changes associated with these waves tends to decrease exponentially (Alastruey et al., [@CR3]). In diastole, waves progressively lose inertia and the flow is dominated by the global relaxation of the compliant vessels.

The numerical results show a transient exponential building-up in the diastolic pressure waveform *p* from the initial zero pressure. Separation of *p* into peripheral *p*~*per*~ and conduit *p*~*con*~ contributions suggests that this building-up is due to *p*~*per*~ and, hence, generated by waves originated as reflections at the peripheral outflows (Alastruey et al., [@CR3]). Indeed, a simulation started at zero pressure in a network with completely absorbent peripheral outflows produces a periodic pressure *p* = *p*~*con*~ without a physiological diastolic decay from the first heartbeat. Therefore, peripheral resistances must be greater than peripheral characteristic impedances in order for arteries to store sufficient blood volume and potential energy in systole and generate sufficient pressure and kinetic energy for the perfusion of the periphery in diastole.

The numerical results in this work also suggest that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\widetilde{p}_w$$\end{document}$ in systole and early diastole is well approximated by the compliance-weighted space-average pressure of the arterial network *p*~*C*~ defined in 14. In diastole $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\widetilde{p}_w$$\end{document}$ and *p*~*C*~ (and the flows $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\widetilde{q}_w$$\end{document}$ and *q*~*C*~ that they drive) gradually converge to the same shape (Figs. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}b, [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}b, [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}), which is consistent with the gradual convergence of *p* to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\widetilde{p}_w$$\end{document}$. Therefore, *p*~*C*~ provides an approximate physical interpretation of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\widetilde{p}_w$$\end{document}$ (and hence *p*~*w*~), and shows that the more compliant arteries are, the larger their contribution is to the total peripheral outflow in diastole.

The mechanics underlying the reservoir pressure *p*~*r*~ calculated using the three-element windkessel model (e.g. Aguado-Sierra et al. ([@CR1]); Davies et al. ([@CR7]); Parker ([@CR17]); Vermeersch et al. ([@CR25])) have been studied taking λ = *Z*~*Ao*~. Under this assumption, this work has shown that *p*~*r*~ is not space-independent in systole and early diastole (Figs. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}c, [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}a). Moreover, the mean *p*~*r*~ is smaller than the mean *p*~*w*~ when the flow is periodic; the mean *p*~*w*~ being equal to the mean blood pressure for inviscid flow. Aguado-Sierra et al. ([@CR1]) assumed well-matched junctions for forward-travelling waves, which seems to be a reasonable approximation in normal humans and animals (Milnor, [@CR13]; Papageorgiou and Jones, [@CR15]). Under this assumption, this work has shown that *p*~*r*~ is equal to the pressure *p*~*per*~ generated by the reflected waves originated at the terminal reflection sites, and *p*~*exc*~ is the pressure *p*~*con*~ obtained by propagating the left ventricular flow ejection without any peripheral reflection (Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}b). The larger the reflection coefficients for forward-travelling waves at junctions are, the less valid these descriptions of *p*~*r*~ and *p*~*exc*~ become (Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}a). Indeed, if junctions are not well-matched for forward-travelling waves, *p*~*r*~ calculated at the ascending aorta with λ = *Z*~*Ao*~ differs from *p*~*per*~ in systole and early diastole, and only converges to *p*~*per*~ later in diastole. A similar relation, therefore, exists between $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p_{con}=p-p_{per}$$\end{document}$.
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                \begin{document}$$\widetilde{p_r}=p-\rho c q/A_0$$\end{document}$ and excess $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\widetilde{p_{exc}}=\rho c q/A_0$$\end{document}$ pressures (Eq. [26](#Equ26){ref-type=""}) proposed here overcome the limitations of the two- and three-element windkessel models, since $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\widetilde{p_{exc}}$$\end{document}$ are independent of *q*~*IN*~ and well defined at any location in the arterial network. Moreover, if local compliances are constant within each arterial edge, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\widetilde{p_r}$$\end{document}$ is space-independent within each edge (except for the time alignment) unlike *p*~*r*~, and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\widetilde{p_{exc}}$$\end{document}$ is always proportional to the local flow unlike *p*~*exc*~. Calculation of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\widetilde{p_r}$$\end{document}$ requires simultaneous pressure and velocity *q*/*A*~0~ measures and an estimation of the local pulse wave speed *c*, which can be obtained using the methods in Davies et al. (2006) and Khir et al. ([@CR11]).
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                \begin{document}$$\widetilde{p_r}$$\end{document}$ is the major contribution to the diastolic pressure decay, while $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\widetilde{p_{exc}}$$\end{document}$ plays a more significant role in shaping the pressure waveform in systole and early diastole (Figs. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}c, [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"}c). At the aortic root $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\widetilde{p_r}$$\end{document}$ produces all the diastolic pressure decay, since $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\widetilde{p_{exc}}=0$$\end{document}$ in diastole due to *q* = 0. Note that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\widetilde{p_r}$$\end{document}$ is made up of contributions to pressure from distal locations (Eq. [27](#Equ27){ref-type=""}) and, hence, plays a similar role to *p*~*per*~. However, *p*~*per*~ accounts only for distal contributions that originate at peripheral reflection sites, whereas $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\widetilde{p_r}$$\end{document}$ includes contributions from reflections at any other change in distal arterial geometry or elasticity; e.g. at all the arterial junctions.
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                \begin{document}$$\widetilde{p_{exc}}$$\end{document}$ is closely related to the separation of *p* into forward *p*~*f*~ and backward *p*~*b*~ waves described in Westerhof et al. ([@CR29]), Parker and Jones ([@CR16]), and Hughes and Parker ([@CR10]), as shown by Eq. [27](#Equ27){ref-type=""}. In diastole, *p*~*f*~ and *p*~*b*~ are approximately equal and relatively large, leading to self-cancelling forward *q*~*f*~ and backward *q*~*b*~ flow waves (Figs. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}a, b, [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"}a, b). This diastolic pattern was considered to be a necessary result of the wave separation analysis, but its origin was difficult to explain physically, since the heart is not ejecting blood into the aorta in diastole (Parker [@CR17]).
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                \begin{document}$$\widetilde{p_{exc}}$$\end{document}$ provides a more physically plausible description of *p*~*f*~ and *p*~*b*~ and their relation to *q*. At any time, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\widetilde{p_{exc}} = p_f - p_b$$\end{document}$ is proportional to *q* and, hence, determines the magnitude and direction of *q* (Eq. [27](#Equ27){ref-type=""}). The increase in systolic *p*~*f*~ at the aortic root generated by the left ventricular flow ejection is propagated to distal locations increasing $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\widetilde{p_{exc}}$$\end{document}$. In diastole, a relatively smaller $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\widetilde{p_{exc}}$$\end{document}$ indicates a better balance between proximal and distal contributions to *p*. In normal diastolic conditions, *q*~*IN*~ = 0 and hence *p*~*b*~ is totally reflected at the closed aortic valve, so that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\widetilde{p_r}=2p_b$$\end{document}$ is a better approximation to the diastolic pressure decay than *p*~*b*~ is. On the other hand, *p*~*f*~ is partially reflected at the peripheral reflection sites. This pattern of wave reflections of *p*~*f*~ at the peripheral reflection sites and *p*~*b*~ at the closed aortic valve leads to a positive $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\widetilde{p_{exc}}$$\end{document}$ in most of diastole, so that *q* is mostly directed toward the periphery. The progressive loss of diastolic blood inertia in the 1-D balance of momentum that leads to the convergence of *p* to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\widetilde{p}_w$$\end{document}$ also yields uniform *p*~*f*~ and *p*~*b*~ in diastole, and hence $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\widetilde{p_r}$$\end{document}$, except for the time alignment (Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}c). The summation of *p*~*f*~ and *p*~*b*~ in diastole produces a space-independent *p* and their difference leads to non-zero *q* in diastole.

The numerical results presented here have shown that the time constant that characterises the diastolic pressure decay can be reasonably estimated using an exponential fitting to diastolic pressure at an arbitrary arterial location (Fig. [11](#Fig11){ref-type="fig"}). It is important to emphasise that the longer the diastolic time (e.g. when a heartbeat is missed) the better the accuracy of the fitting. However, the assumption of constant total compliance becomes less valid for a larger change in pressure, since in vivo arterial compliance is pressure dependent (Roy [@CR19]; Frank [@CR9]).

Experimental and clinical investigations will be required to assess the validity of the results presented here and test the relevance of the new definition of reservoir and excess pressures. According to this work, they should improve our understanding of the relationship between the pattern of pulse waveforms and the physical properties of the cardiovascular system.
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The excess pressure was called *wave pressure* in some papers (e.g. Tyberg et al. ([@CR23])).
